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Abstract. This paper describes our research on statistical language modeling of Lithuanian. The
idea of improving sparsen-gram models of highly inflected Lithuanian language by interpolating
them with complexn-gram models based on word clustering and morphological word decompo-
sition was investigated. Words, word base forms and part-of-speech tags were clustered into 50 to
5000 automatically generated classes. Multiple 3-gram and 4-gram class-based language models
were built and evaluated on Lithuanian text corpus, which contained 85 million words. Class-based
models linearly interpolated with the 3-gram model led up to a 13% reduction in the perplexity
compared with the baseline 3-gram model. Morphological models decreased out-of-vocabulary
word rate from 1.5% to 1.02%.
Key words: language models,n-grams, class-based models, morphology, inflections, interpolation,
perplexity reduction, out-of-vocabulary words.

1. Introduction

Statistical language modeling attempts to capture and exploit regularities in natural lan-
guage. Statistical language models (LM) have become key components for large vocabu-
lary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems. These models provide prior prob-
abilities that are used torate hypothesized sentences and to disambiguate their acoustical
similarities.

During the last few decades, much experimental work has been done in the field of sta-
tistical language modeling covering widespread world languages such as English, French,
and German. Unfortunately, statistical language modeling of Lithuanian is still at its in-
fancy stage due to two primary reasons:
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1. There was no demand for Lithuanian LM as there were no attempts to build Lithua-
nian LVCSR systems. Lithuanian speech recognition research was basically limited
to solving isolated-word ASR tasks of small to medium vocabulary (Lipeikaet al.,
2002; Filipovǐc, 2003; Lauriňciukaiṫe, 2003; Raškinis and Raškinienė, 2003).

2. Until very recently, there were no Lithuanian text corpora large enough to serve as
a basis for building statistical LM.

Lithuanian language is highly inflected, i.e., new words are easily formed by inflec-
tional affixation. This property of a language results in difficulties of statistical modeling
known as huge vocabulary size, model sparseness, high perplexity, and a high out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) word rate. An attempt to overcome the abovementioned difficulties
by applying word parsing into stems and endings was described in our previous pa-
per (Vaǐciūnas and Raškinis, 2003). In this paper, we investigate alternative approaches
of modeling highly inflected languages, such as conventional class-based modeling and
morphological modeling based on word decomposition into word base form and part-of-
speech tag.

1.1. n-gram Language Models

The aim of the statistical LM is to return the a priori probability for every word sequence
w1, . . . , wn. The definition of joint probability states that:

P (w1 . . . wn) = P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w1w2) . . . P (wn|w1 . . . wn−1)

=
n∏

i=1

P (wi|w1 . . . wi−1). (1)

Though there are no effective methods for calculating the probability (1) accurately,
as it would require too much data, it can be approximated by a series of probabilities
based on a limited number of previous words. LMs built using this approach are called
n-gram LMs. The most frequently usedn-gram LM is 3-gram LM which is based on the
conditional probability of seeing one word given the two preceding words:

P (w1 . . . wN ) ≈
N∏

i=1

P (wi|wi−2, wi−1). (2)

Conditional probabilities of a 3-gram LM can be estimated by formula

P̂W 3 (wi|wi−2, wi−1) =
C(wi−2, wi−1, wi)

C(wi−2, wi−1)
, (3)

whereC(· ) denotes the count function in training corpus.
Because any particular training corpus is finite, then-gram LMs have a very large

number of zero probabilityn-grams that should really have some non-zero probability.
This is known as model sparseness problem. Good-Turing, Witten-Bell (Jelinek, 2001)
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and Knesser-Ney (Chen and Goodman, 1999) smoothing techniques are often applied
for re-evaluating the zero-probabilityn-grams. These techniques operate by subtracting
probability mass from the observedn-grams and redistributing it to the zero-probability
n-grams. Backing-off (Katz, 1987) is also used and refers to using a probability estimate
from a more generaln′-gram distribution when the estimate from the specificn-gram
distribution (n′ < n) is non-existent or unreliable.

1.2. Class-Basedn-gram Language Models

Class-based modeling is another approach for dealing with model sparseness problem.
Class-based LM requires all words of a given language to be clustered into equivalence
classes. Class-basedn-gram LM can be thought of as a generalization of word-basedn-
gram model. It estimates the conditional probability of seeing one word given the two
preceding words as follows:

P̂C(W 3)(wi|wi−2, wi−1)= P̂WC(W )(wi|ci) · P̂C3(W )(ci|ci−2, ci−1), wi∈ci. (4)

Here,P̂C3(W )(ci|ci−2, ci−1) is the estimate of the conditional probability of seeing class

ci given the two previous classesci−2, ci−1, andP̂WC(W )(wi|ci) is obtained from the
1-gram distribution of words assigned to the classci. The formula (4) describes the case
when every wordwi is assigned just to one classci. Conditional probability can be also
defined for the case when words are assigned to multiple classes (Huanget al., 2001).

1.3. Combining Multiplen-gram Language Models

Standalone class-based models of type (4) usually perform poorly and must be combined
with some other LMs. Linear interpolation is the simplest way of combining statistical
LMs. For instance, standalone class-based 3-gram modelPC(W 3)(wi|wi−2, wi−1) and
a word-based 3-gram modelPW 3(wi|wi−2, wi−1) can be interpolated in the following
way:

P̂W 3+C(W 3)(wi|wi−2, wi−1)

= λP̂W 3(wi|wi−2, wi−1) + (1 − λ)P̂C(W 3)(wi|wi−2, wi−1), (5)

here0 � λ � 1 is the interpolation parameter optimized on the validation corpus.

1.4. Evaluating and Comparing Language Models

Statistical language models are evaluated onthe homogenous corpus partition (called test
corpus) that was excluded from model training and optimization. Models are evaluated
by measuring their perplexity and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word rate.
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PerplexityPP refers to how many different equally probable words a statistical LM
expects to appear in average for a particular type of a context:

PP = 2LP , where LP =
1
n

n∑
i=1

log P (wi|wi−2, wi−1), (6)

andn is a count of words in the test corpus.
OOV rate refers to the percentage of words that are not covered by the language model

and found within test corpus.

2. Related Work

Class-based modeling is among the most popular techniques for reducing huge-
vocabulary-related sparseness of statistical language models. Class-based LM requires
all words of a given vocabulary to be clustered into equivalence classes. Both manual and
automatic word clustering techniques are used. Automatic word clustering is reported to
outperform manual (Malteseet al., 2001) but is computationally very expensive. Auto-
matic word clustering is often based on iterative hill climbing (Whittaker, 2000) or sim-
ulated annealing (Malteseet al., 2001) search techniques. Standalone class-based mod-
els usually perform poorly1 and are combined with some other LMs. Many researchers
demonstrated that linear interpolation (5) of a standalone class-based LM and a stan-
dard word 3-gram model reduced model perplexity. Perplexity reduction ranging from
4.48% to 49.6% was reported for English, French, Greek, Italian and Spanish (Maltese
et al., 2001), up to 19% reduction was reported for Russian (Whittaker, 2000). There ex-
ist more sophisticated techniques for combining two statistical LMs, such as log-linear
interpolation (Klakow, 1998) and interpolation by dynamically updating model weights
λ (Kobayashiet al., 1999). The maximum entropy approach (Jelinek, 2001) for combin-
ing LMs is also attractive as it combines features from different and sometimes disparate
models into one model instead of combining models themselves.

Word decomposition into a sequence of particles is another popular technique for
reducing vocabulary size, extending coverage of a language model and reducing out-of-
vocabulary word rate. Words are decomposedeither by means of some string matching
strategy, such as longest suffix match principle (Sepesy Maucecet al., 2001; Vaǐciūnas
and Raškinis, 2003), or by means of a morphological analyzer (Siivolaet al., 2001; Ircing
et al., 2001; Martins et al, 1999). Iterative search techniques are often used in a hope to
discover an optimal word decomposition (Whittaker, 2000). Particles themselves may
represent either sub-strings of the original word: morphemes, stems, inflectional suffixes
(Martinset al., 1999, Ircinget al., 2001) or some derivative information about the word,
such as word base form2 and its part of speech (Siivolaet al., 2001). Sometimes a single

1Russian standalone class-based model outperforming standard word 3-gram (Whittaker, 2000) is an ex-
ception to this rule.

2For instance, the infinitive is the base form of the verb.
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particle-based model is built out of the sequence of word particles (Martinset al., 1999).
As an alternative, two separate models for word stems and for inflectional suffixes can be
built and then combined into one model (Siivolaet al., 2001; Ircinget al., 2001).

The abovementioned word decomposition techniques were reported to reduce the vo-
cabulary by 29% for Portuguese LM (Martinset al., 1999). The vocabulary of Czech LM
was reduced by 58% and OOV rate dropped from 8.56% to 4.62% (Ircinget al., 2001).
However, the perplexity of particle-based models is greater in comparison to word-based
models. Particle-based methods are often paired with complementary techniques such
as automatic topic detection and topic adaptation. Topic adaptation can be achieved by
combining multiple topic-specific models as reported for Slovenian (Sepesy Maucecet
al., 2001) and Finnish (Siivolaet al., 2001).

Though it was shown that in many cases perplexity of a statistical LM embedded
within a LVCSR system correlates with the word error rate of the LVCSR system (Rosen-
feld, 2000) it is not always the case for highly inflected languages. For instance, changes
in WER dues to LM of Czech LVCSR system (Ircinget al., 2001) and that of Portuguese
(Martinset al., 1999) were insignificant.

3. Investigation of Statistical Language Models of Lithuanian

3.1. Modeling Data and Tools

Our experiments were based on a 84,202,576 word Lithuanian text corpus3 which had
vocabulary ofVW = 1422746 distinct words4. This corpus represented a great variety of
genres and topics of the present day written Lithuanian. It included texts from local and
national newspapers and journals, law and administrative documents, novels, and books
on such specific subjects as history and philosophy.

The whole corpus was manually divided into three parts: 98% were used for training,
1% for validation (optimization), and 1% for testing of our models. While subdividing the
corpus we tried to keep the same proportions of text genres within training, validation and
testing parts. We used some text clearing. All punctuation was removed and all numbers
where replaced by the same tag <num>.

Majority of our investigations were carried out using CMU-Cambridge Statistical
Language Modeling Toolkit (Clarkson and Rosenfeld, 1997). We have extended this
toolkit to handle vocabulariesVW > 65k words and developed our own word clustering
tools. Morphological analysis was performed by morphological lemmatizer of Lithua-
nian (Zinkevǐcius, 2000). We have extended its functionality by adding support of the
most frequent family names of Lithuanian and foreign origin.

3The corpus was compiled by the Center of Computational Linguistics at Vytautas Magnus University,
Kaunas, Lithuania (Marcinkevičieṅe, 2000). At the time we were finishing this article, the size of this corpus
reached 100 million words.

4Words correspond to character strings and include misspellings, names, non-Lithuanian words.
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3.2. Baseline Wordn-gram Language Model

Our baseline language model was defined to be the conventional word-based 3-gram
P̂W 3 (wi|wi−2, wi−1) including all singletonn-grams and smoothed using Katz back off
and Good-Turing discounting techniques (Jelinek, 2001).

It can be seen from the Tables 1 and 2 that word 3-gram language models of inflected
free word order languages (Lithuanian, Russian) have much greater perplexities and OOV
rates in comparison to less inflected fixed word order languages (English). Though LM
based on 65k word vocabulary is sufficient for English LVCSR applications (1% OOV
rate) it cannot be applied to Lithuanian LVCSR (11% OOV rate). Models having lower
perplexity and OOV rates must be developed for using them within Lithuanian LVCSR
systems.

3.3. Class-basedn-gram Language Models

Prior to building class-based modelP̂C(W 3)(wi|wi−2, wi−1)(4), we clustered all words
into equivalence classes. LetV be the vocabulary size,K be the desired number of classes
and IT be the number of iterations. An iterative hill climbing clustering technique de-
scribed in (Whittaker, 2000) was used:

Table 1

Perplexities and OOV rates of the baseline Lithuanian LM for various vocabulary sizesVW

Vocabulary,VW Perplexity,PPW3 OOV, %

65k 414.30 10.92

100k 449.76 8.25

200k 512.75 5.05

400k 570.32 3.07

500k 588.03 2.58

800k 621.69 1.82

1000k 631.09 1.62

Table 2

Perplexity and OOV rate of baseline Lithuanian LM forVW = 65k in comparison with corresponding English
and Russian (Whitaker, 2000) perplexities and OOV rates

Language Perplexity,PPW3 OOV, %

Lithuanian 414.30 10.92

Russian 387.40 7.60

English 208.40 1.10
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Cluster (V, K, IT)

sort words wi, i=1,. . .,V in order of decreasing frequency

move word wi to class ci i=1, . . ., K-1

move all remaining words wi, i=K-1,. . ., V to the class cK
for a fixed number of iterations IT

for each word wi, i=1, . . ., V

for each class cj j=1, . . ., K

move word wi to class cj
calculate mutual information criteria I

move word wi to the class cmin giving minimum I

Here average mutual information criterionI is defined:

I =
K∑

i=1

K∑
j=1

P (ci, cj) log
P (cj |ci)
P (cj)

. (7)

It can be rewritten using 2-gram estimates by

�

I =
1
n

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

C(ci, cj) log
C(ci, cj)n
C(ci)C(cj)

, (8)

whereC(· ) denotes count function, and n is the total number of words in training corpus.
The experiments were conducted using two fixed vocabulary sizesVW = 65k, 1000k,

multiple setsKW = 102, 202, 502, 1002, 2002, 3002, 4002, 50025 of classes and run for
IT = 2 iterations. Class 3-gram̂PC3(W )(ci|ci−2, ci−1) estimates were smoothed using
Katz back off and Witten-Bell method (Jurafsky, 2000). Word probability given its class
was estimated by

P̂WC(W )(w|c) =
C(w)
C(c)

. (9)

Linear interpolation (5) was used to join class-based and word-based 3-gram models
together. The optimum valueλ was obtained by minimizing perplexity on validation data.
Clustering results are illustrated and the performance of class-basedn-gram models is
shown in Tables 3 to 5.

We run the same clustering algorithm forIT = 15 iterations and found that perplexity
still improves with every iteration but the improvement becomes insignificant forIT > 2.
ThusIT = 2 iterations can be considered enough to reach the local minimum of the
clustering algorithm (see Fig. 1).

5Two classes are reserved for unknown words and numbers.
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Table 3

10 words of the first 4 classes in alphabetical order (VW = 65k, KW = 5002, IT = 2)

Class 10 first words of the class in alphabetical order

1. aiškiu, amžinu, auksiniu, aukštu, aukštuoju, aukščiausiuoju, aštriu, baisiu, begaliniu, blogu, . . .

2. adat↪a, akmen↪i, aplank↪a, apsiaust↪a, automat↪a, bandel↪e, bat↪a, bokal↪a, bulv↪e, buteliuk↪a, . . .

3. akmeniniai, anoniminiai, antriniai, apatiniai,apsauginiai, augaliniai, biologiniai, branduoliniai,
buitiniai, cheminiai, . . .

4. adom↪a, albertui, albert↪a, albinui, albin↪a, aldonai, aldon↪a, aleksandrui, aleksandr↪a, alfonsui, . . .

Table 4

Perplexities of class-based and interpolated LMs forVW = 65k

Number of
classes,KW

Class model
perplexity,
PPC(W3)

Interpolated
perplexity,

PPW3+C(W3)

Improvement6

over the baseline
(631.09), %

λ∗

102 2509.28 405.13 2.21 0.19

202 1957.58 400.73 3.28 0.23

502 1406.09 393.66 4.98 0.27

1002 1061.08 388.55 6.22 0.30

2002 807.93 383.87 7.34 0.30

3002 696.43 382.20 7.75 0.30

4002 627.36 381.27 7.97 0.31

5002 585.09 380.90 8.06 0.31

6Improvement is calculated:improvement =
baseline − perplexity

baseline
· 100%.

∗See formula (5) for details.

Table 5

Perplexities of class-based and interpolated LMs forVW = 1000k

Number of
classes,KW

Class model
perplexity,
PPC(W3)

Interpolated
perplexity,

PPW3+C(W3)

Improvement
over the baseline

(414.30), %
λ

102 4659.78 607.57 3.73 0.23

202 3702.17 596.86 5.42 0.26

502 2637.05 579.23 8.22 0.31

1002 1987.87 567.06 10.14 0.33

2002 1499.88 555.53 11.97 0.33

3002 1276.30 551.26 12.65 0.33

4002 1144.45 549.10 12.99 0.33

5002 1058.86 548.81 13.04 0.33
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Fig. 1. Impact of number of iterations onthe perplexity of interpolated model (VW = 65k, KW = 3002).

3.4. Language Models Based on Morphological Word Decomposition

3.4.1. Word Decomposition
Morphological analyzer was at the basis of our word decomposition procedure. Ideal
morphological analyzer can be thought of as a procedureM which outputs a pair {s, g}
for each input wordw, wheres andg are the base form and the part-of-speech (POS) tag
of the wordw respectively.

M : w → M(w) =< s, g > . (10)

Unfortunately, many Lithuanian words are morphologically ambiguous, and morpho-
logical analyzer outputs a set of possible base form/POS tag decompositions{s′i, g′ij},
i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , ni.

M ′: w → M ′(w)

=
{

< s′1, g
′
11 >, . . . , < s′1, g

′
1n1

>, < s′2, g
′
21 >, . . . , < s′m, g′mnm

>
}
. (11)

As the ambiguity could not be solved without some context-aware morphological
disambiguator we had to make some arbitrary choices. Base forms was assigned the first
base form out of the list of base forms returned by morphological analyzer, i.e.,s = s′1.
POS tagg(henceforth called generalized POS tag or GPOS tag) was assigned the set of
all POS tags returned by morphological analyzer, i.e.,g = {g′ij}, i = 1, . . . , m, j =
1, . . . , ni. In addition, certain non-inflectedprepositions and conjunctions hadg = s as
we thought such words may influence the inflections of the following words (see line
5 in Table 6). The words rejected by the morphological analyzer hads = w andg =
unrecognized (see line 6 in Table 6).

3.4.2. Pure Morphological Language Models
We have investigated two language modelsP̂S3×G3S andP̂S3×(GS+G3) based on mor-

phological word decomposition. Model̂PS3×(GS+G3) can be thought of as the simplifi-

cation ofP̂S3×G3S , because of̂PG3S is replaced by the linear interpolation of two simpler
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Table 6

Word decomposition examples

Wordw Base forms POS tags DecompositionM

vaikas (child) s1 =vaikas g11 =<noun masc. sg. nom.> <s1, {g11} >

vaikai (children,
dissipate [you])

s1 =vaikas
s2 =vaikyti

g11 =<noun masc. pl. nom.>
g12 =<noun masc. pl. voc.>
g21 =<verb ind. pres. t. sg. 2 pers.>

<s1, {g11, g12, g21} >

bėgau (ran [I]) s1 =bėgti g11 =<verb ind. past t. sg. 1 pers.> <s1, {g11} >

bėgo (ran [he/they]) s1 =bėgti g11 =<verb ind. past t. sg. 3 pers.> <s1, {g11, g12} >

g12 =<verb ind. past t. pl. 3 pers.>

po (after) s1 =po g11 =<conj.> < s1, {s1} >

Aminorūgštys
(amino acids)

<w, {unrecognized}>

models:

P̂S3×G3S(wi|wi−2 . . . wi−1)

= P̂S3×G3S(sigi|si−2gi−2si−1gi−1)

≈ P̂S3(si|si−2si−1)P̂G3S(gi|gi−2gi−1si), (12)

P̂S3×(GS+G3)(wi|wi−2 . . . wi−1)

≈ P̂S3(si|si−2si−1)
(
λ1P̂GS(gi|si) + (1 − λ1)P̂G3(gi|gi−2gi−1)

)
, (13)

where
P̂S3(si|si−2si−1) is the probability estimate of seeing word base formsi given the

two preceding word base formssi−1 andsi−2,
PG3(gi|gi−2gi−1) is the probability estimate of seeing GPOS taggi given the two

preceding GPOS tagsgi−1 andgi−2,
P̂G3S(gi|gi−2gi−1si) is the probability estimate of seeing GPOS taggi given the word

base formsi and the two preceding GPOS tagsgi−1 andgi−2,
P̂GS(gi|si) is the probability estimate of seeing GPOS taggi given the word base

form si.
ModelsP̂S3, P̂G3S , P̂GS andP̂G3 were smoothed using Witten-Bell smoothing tech-

nique.
Morphological word decomposition resulted inVS = 371251 distinct base forms and

VG = 3164 distinct GPOS tags (Table 7).
Both morphological models decreased OOV rate from 1.5% to 1.02% at the

expense of increased perplexity. Model̂PS3×G3S achieved lower perplexity than
model̂PS3×(GS+G3) . Within P̂S3×(GS+G3) model, the 3-gram̂PG3 was practically ig-
nored (λ1 = 0.99). This means that the relative frequency of GPOS tag given word’s
base form is of much greater importance.
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Table 7

Perplexities and OOV rates of pure morphological language models

Vocabulary size
Model Perplexity, PP OOV %

VS VG

P̂S3×G3S 371251 3164 1336.77 1.02

P̂S3×(GS+G3) 371251 3164 1363.16 1.02

P̂W3 (baseline) VW
7 = 1157911 644.46 1.50

7 Baseline LM hadVW = 1157911 instead ofVW = 1422746 words. Vocabulary reduction
resulted from corpus clearing performed beforemorphology-based modeling: misspelled words,
foreign words and words that were both rejectedby morphological analyzer and found just once in
the training corpus were removed from this new vocabulary.

3.4.3. Class-based Morphological Language Models
The modelP̂S3×G3S(12) was selected for further investigations as it gave lower per-
plexity than̂PS3×(GS+G3) . We investigated 5 ways of introducing class-based modeling

within model̂PS3×G3S . We clustered word base forms and GPOS tags into classes and
replaced componentŝPS3, P̂G3S of P̂S3×G3S by class-based models:

P̂(S3+C3(S))×G3S(wi|wi−2 . . . wi−1) ≈
[
λ2P̂S3(si|si−2si−1)

+ (1−λ2)P̂SC(S)(si|csi)P̂C(S3)(csi|csi−2csi−1)
]
·P̂G3S(gi|gi−2gi−1si), (14)

P̂S3×C3(G)S(wi|wi−2 . . . wi−1) ≈ P̂S3(si|si−2si−1)P̂GC(G)(gi|cgi)

× P̂C(G3)S(cgi|cgi−2cgi−1si), (15)

P̂S3×(G3S+C3(G)S)(wi|wi−2 . . . wi−1) ≈ P̂S3(si|si−2si−1)

×
[
λ3P̂G3S(gi|gi−2gi−1si) + (1 − λ3)P̂GC(G)(gi|cgi)

× P̂C(G3)S(cgi|cgi−2cgi−1si)
]
, (16)

P̂S3×(G3S+G3C(S))(wi|wi−2 . . . wi−1) ≈ P̂S3(si|si−2si−1)

×
[
λ4P̂G3S(gi|gi−2gi−1si) + (1 − λ4)P̂G3C(S)(gi|gi−2gi−1csi)

]
, (17)

P̂(S3+C3(S))×C3(G)S(wi|wi−2 . . . wi−1) ≈
[
λ5P̂S3(si|si−2si−1)

+ (1 − λ5)P̂SC(S)(si|csi)P̂C(S3)(csi|csi−2csi−1)
]
· P̂GC(G)(gi|cgi)

× P̂C(G3)S(cgi|cgi−2cgi−1si), (18)

where
csi is the class to which the base formsi of the wordwi is assigned,
cgi is the class of a GPOS taggi,
P̂SC(S)(si|csi) is a relative frequency of the base formsi given its classcsi,

P̂GC(G)(gi|cgi) is a relative frequency of the GPOS taggi given its classcgi,

P̂C(S3)(csi|csi−2csi−1) is the probability estimate of seeing word base form classcsi

given the two preceding word base form classescsi−1 andcsi−2,
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P̂C(G3)S(cgi|cgi−2cgi−1si) is the probability estimate of seeing class of GPOS tags
gi given the word base formsi and the two preceding classes of GPOS tagsgi−1 and
gi−2,

P̂G3C(S)(gi|gi−2gi−1csi) is the probability estimate of seeing GPOS taggi given the
word base form classcsi and the two preceding GPOS tagsgi−1 andgi−2,

We clusteredVS = 371251 base forms intoKS = 102, 502, 1002, 3002, 5002 classes
andVG = 3164 GPOS tags intoKG = 52, 102, 202, 502, 1002, 2002 classes using the
method described in Subsection 3.3. The results were as follows.

ModelsP̂(S3+C3(S))×G3S(14) and P̂(S3+C3(S))×C3(G)S(18) gave the improvement
in perplexity as shown in Fig. 2.

The greatest improvement in perplexityPP(S3+C3(S))×G3S = 1236.73 (or 7.48%
with respect toPPS3×G3S = 1336.77) was obtained withKS = 3002 classes of word
baseforms. Complex model̂P(S3+C3(S))×C3(G)S was slightly worse than̂P(S3+C3(S))×G3S .
The lowest perplexity obtained with this model wasPP(S3+C3(S))×C3(G)S = 1239.88
for KG = 2002 andKS = 3002.

ModelsP̂S3×C3(G)S(15) andP̂S3×(G3S+C3(G)S)(16) based on the use of GPOS tag
classes did not give the improvement in perplexity as shown in Fig. 3.

The perplexity of model̂PS3×C3(G)S reached the perplexity of a non-class-based

modelP̂S3×G3S for KG = 2002 GPOS tag classes.
Model P̂S3×(G3S+G3C(S))(17) resulted in no significant improvement in perplexity

(PPS3×(G3S+G3C(S)) > PPS3×G3S). The component̂PG3C(S) of P̂S3×(G3S+G3C(S))

was practically ignored during the interpolation.

Fig. 2. Impact of number of classes of word base forms on the perplexity of interpolated model (14).

Fig. 3. Impact of number of classes of morphological information units on perplexity for model (15).
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4. Discussion

Our work described in this paper affirmed the difficulties of modeling highly inflected
languages, such as huge vocabulary size necessary to achieve moderate OOV word rates,
model sparseness, and high model perplexity. We were not able to achieve 1% OOV rate
even withVW = 1000k Lithuanian vocabulary.

Our investigations confirmed that class-based language modeling is helpful in cop-
ing with data sparseness problem. Class-based models improved perplexity estimate by
13.04% and 8.06% for 1000k and 65k vocabularies respectively. We found that the op-
timum number of Lithuanian word classes is somewhere about 3000. Word 3-gram built
over 1000k word vocabulary is sparser and has worse probability estimates than 3-gram
built over 65k vocabulary. This explains why class based modeling gives more significant
improvement in perplexity estimate for bigger vocabularies.

The time complexity of one clustering iteration of the algorithm described in 3.3 grew
as fast asO(V ·K2), whereV was the number of distinct words andK was the number of
classes. For instance, the average time required for one clustering iteration withK = 102,
K = 4002 andK = 5002 classes was 0.75h, 150h and 220h respectively (V = 1000k;
Pentium III 935Mhz operating Windows 2000). Fortunately, it appeared that clustering
algorithm reached the local maximum and converged almost after 2 iterations. More so-
phisticated initialization methods or some less greedy clustering techniques may lead to
perplexity improvements surpassing 13% given we can find a way of overcoming the
limitations of the computational resources (parallel computing).

Language models based on word decomposition into its base form and its POS tag
decreased vocabulary by 67,7% (from 1157911 to 371251+3164) at the expense of in-
creased perplexity. We see three possible ways of improving perplexity estimates:

The first possibility is to decrease the vocabulary of base forms by cleaning text corpus
(removing garbage, fixing typesetting errors, marking-up sentence boundaries, further
extending the possibilities of themorphological analyzer).

The second possibility is to improve the morphological languagemodel by solving
the problem of morphological ambiguity on the basis of contextual information. It is
clear that our present set of 3164 generalized POS tags is redundant and morphological
disambiguation can reduce this set.

The third possibility is to use adaptation to text corpus, i.e., to complement language
models described in this paper by adaptive language models such as cache-based models
topic-specific language models, etc.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented our ongoing research on statistical language modeling of
Lithuanian. We investigated the idea of improving sparsen-gram models of highly in-
flected Lithuanian language by interpolating them with complexn-gram models based
on word clustering and morphological word decomposition. Words, word base forms
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and part-of-speech tags were clustered into 50 to 5000 automatically generated classes.
Complex 3-gram and 4-gram class-based language models were built and evaluated on
Lithuanian text corpus, which contained 85 million words. Our investigations confirmed
that class-based language modeling is helpful in coping with data sparseness problem.
Class-based models improved perplexity estimate by 13.04% and 8.06% in comparison
with the baseline 3-gram model for 1000k and 65k vocabularies respectively. We found
that the optimum number of Lithuanian word classes is somewhere about 3000. Language
models based on word decomposition into its base form and its POS tag decreased vo-
cabulary by 67,7% and out-of-vocabulary word rate from 1,5% to 1.02% at the expense
of increased perplexity.
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Statistiniai lietuvi ↪u kalbos modeliai, pagr↪isti žodži ↪u klasterizacija ir
žodži ↪u morfologiniu išskaidymu

Airenas VAIČIŪNAS, Gailius RAŠKINIS, Vytautas KAMINSKAS

Šiame straipsnyje pateikti lietuvi↪u kalbos statistinio modeliavimo tyrimai. Darbe išnagrinėti
du b̄udai, kuriais↪imanoma pagerinti smarkiai kaitomos Lietuvi↪u kalbosn-gramos tipo statistinius
modelius: kalbos žodži↪u grupavimas↪i klasterius ir morfologinis žodži↪u skaidymas↪i sudedamasias
dalis. Tyrimo metu žodžiai, žodži↪u pagrindiṅes formos, ir žodži↪u kalbos dalies žyṁes buvo au-
tomatiškai grupuojamios↪i 50–5000 klasteri↪u. Panaudojant 85 mln. žodži↪u apimties lietuvi↪u kalbos
tekstyn↪a, buvo sukurti ir ↪ivertinti keletas skirting↪u 3-gramos ir 4-gramos tipo statistini↪u mode-
li ↪u, panaudojaňci ↪u informacij ↪a apie žodži↪u klasterius. Modeliai, panaudojantys žodži↪u klasterius
tiesiškai interpoliuoti su↪iprastu 3-gramos tipo modeliu sumažino lietuvi↪u kalbos modelio maišat↪i
13%. Morfologiniai modeliai sumažino neaprėpto žodyno dyd↪i nuo 1,5% iki 1,02%.


